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                                                         ABSTRACT 

          Since the 1960s and in reaction to its increasing popularity within Latino populations in 

the U.S., mariachi has become a common component of curriculum-based music courses in a 

growing number of public schools. Even though one of the principal purposes for the existence 

of mariachi programs is to improve students’ academic performance, music scholars have yet to 

address how mariachi education encourages higher academic achievement. On the other hand, 

anthropological educators argue that children underperform in school due to cultural difference 

or cultural mismatch; therefore, it is necessary to incorporate the cultural heritage of students 

into the curricula for academic success.  

          The purpose of this study is to gain an increased understanding of the impact of mariachi 

programs on high school students’ experiences and academic achievement and look for the 

relationship between achievement and cultural identity. This study examines two mariachi 

programs in the Tucson Unified School District as microcosms within the larger mariachi 

community in Tucson. In this interdisciplinary study, I use both ethnomusicology and 

anthropology of education as frameworks. I argue that students enrolled in the two mariachi 

programs are re-creating their cultural identities in response to the sociocultural context of the 

music education in the United States. This process of identity formation allows them to move 

more smoothly from one setting to another in their family, peer, and school worlds. The 

interrelationship between students and their peers, parents, and teachers facilitates their academic 

achievement.   
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																																																			CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
 
	
Background on Mariachi Education in the United States 
	

          Mariachi music is one of the most significant cultural symbols of Mexico. Originating 

primarily in Jalisco in west-central Mexico in the 1850s, it is widely seen to contribute to 

Mexicanidad, or Mexican national pride.1 After World War II, Mexican immigrants brought 

mariachi music to the United States.2 As this population grew, mariachi music became popular 

among Mexican-Americans as a means of expressing their musical heritage and cultural identity. 

During the Chicano Movement that began in the mid-twentieth century, as Daniel Sheehy has 

written, “many [Mexican-Americans] saw mariachi music as a proud symbol of Mexican identity. 

This was a seminal time for the creation of such symbols, and the recognition of mariachi music 

among that generation would have an impact felt years later.”3  

           Since the 1960s and in reaction to its increasing popularity within Latino populations in 

the U.S., mariachi has become a common component of curriculum-based music courses in a 

growing number of public schools.4 Incorporating mariachi music as a legitimate genre in 

educational institutions also reflects a sociocultural shift as Spanish has become the second most 

common language in this country. As Patricia Sanchez and Margarita Machado-Casas have 

noted, “except for Mexico, there are now more Latino origin people in the U.S. than there are 

																																																								
1	Mary-Lee Mulholland, “Mariachi, Myths and Mestizaje: Popular Culture and Mexican National Identity,” 

National Identities 9, no. 3 (September 2007), 250. Scholars are less convinced that there is a single location for the 
origin of mariachi -  see Jesús Jáuregui, El Mariachi, Símbolo de México (1990), where cites Blas Galindo’s 
recollections that trace mariachi to musical exchange within the central region of Mexico defined by the states 
Michoacán, Nayarit, Jalisco, Colima. 
													2	Daniel Sheehy, Mariachi Music in America: Experiencing Music, Expressing Culture (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2006), 4. 

	3	Ibid. 
													4	Ibid., 84. 
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people in Spain, Argentina, Colombia, or any other Spanish-speaking countries…the greatest 

demographic transformation in the last 100 years of its history.”5 In order to respond to the 

culture of Mexican-American students, more and more mariachi programs have recently been 

established within the fine arts departments at public schools and universities in the U.S., 

particularly in the southwestern region of the country.6    

           Tucson is one of the southwestern cities that has played an important role for mariachi 

education because of its large and vibrant community of Mexican-Americans. In 1964, Father 

Charles Rourke, a Catholic priest, established Tucson’s first youth mariachi group, planting the 

seeds for the youth mariachi movement in the United States.7 The youth group was named Los 

Changuitos Feos, ‘The Ugly Little Monkeys’.8 Rourke was a virtuoso jazz pianist. When one of 

his colleagues, Father Arsenio Carrillo, played a few mariachi songs for him, Rourke was 

attracted by the songs’ tempi and decided to learn mariachi. He worked with Randy and Stevie 

Carrillo, Father Carrillo’s nephews, and they began playing simple songs. This is how the youth 

mariachi group started. Rourke’s aims for Los Changuitos Feos were to instill pride and self-

																																																								
5	Patricia Sánchez and Margarita Machado-Casas, "At the Intersection of Transnationalism, Latina/o 

Immigrants, and Education," The High School Journal 92, no. 4 (2009), 3.  
6	Sheehy, Mariachi Music in America, 84. 

													7	Ibid., 83.  
              8 According to Chango Robert Bourland, one of the group members, the name Los Changuitos Feos, ‘The 
Ugly Little Monkeys’ was conceived by Mr. John Ivanoff, a friend of Father Rourke, and Rourke liked the name. 
Ivanoff was a parishioner and usher of All Saints Chruch and a graphic artist for TUSD. Bourland recalls, “We tried 
very hard to get them to give us a more professional, ‘grown-up’ sounding name, but much to our dismay, Fr. 
Rourke decided to stay with the name, Los Changuitos Feos.” "Los Changuitos Feos: the name," Los Changuitos 
Feos: the name, accessed February 10, 2017, http://lcf.casanovacreations.com/files/name.htm. 
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esteem in the group’s members with respect to both music and culture and to foster youth 

education.9 

 

Figure. The time is 1965, their costumes inexpensive sombreros from across the border. Left to 
right: *Cosme Barcelo Jr., *George Norton, *Robert Bourland, *Jerry Gay, Player 
Unknown, David Ruiz, *Keith Hungate, Frank Felix, *Charlie Anthony, *Gilbert 
Velez, and Fr. Rourke. Note: The original seven members are starred (*).10 

 

           Simultaneously, due to Americanization programs, Mexican American students 

experienced harsh times in schools, particularly in the Southwest.11 During the era of segregation, 

which started at the end of the 19th century, Americanization was the main objective of Mexican 

																																																								
													9	Gregory S. Rodríguez, The History of the Tucson International Mariachi Conference: Library of 
Congress Bicentennial, 1800-2000: Local Legacies Report, University of Arizona Mexican Studies & Research 
Center, 2000, 2.  

10	"Los Changuitos Feos de Tucson," Los Changuitos Feos de Tucson - Los Changuitos Feos. 
http://lcf.casanovacreations.com/history (accessed August 17, 2017). 

11	Estela Godinez Ballón, Mexican Americans and Education: El saber es poder (Tucson: The University 
of Arizona Press, 2015), 22. Ballón in her book explains that Americanization programs refers to a central theme in 
the history of Mexican American schooling. 
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American schooling.12 This is because the Mexican American community was considered a 

threat to the country’s well-being.13 Therefore, Americanization programs aimed to “transform 

the Mexican community into an English-speaking and American-thinking community.”14 In 

schools, the curriculum concentrated on teaching English and emphasizing positive aspects of 

American history.15 Indeed, Americanization programs reinforced the negative stereotypes of 

Mexican Americans as irresponsible, immoral, and violent.16 Students were taught to be ashamed 

of their Mexican heritage, and Americanization programs were intended to deculturalize 

Mexican American students.17 For instance, Mexican food was not allowed on campus, and 

Mexican games were prohibited from being played in the school grounds.18 Schools also 

removed Mexican history and Catholic religion textbooks from the curriculum. In addition, 

school language policies dictated English-only instruction and prohibited students from speaking 

Spanish.19 The current literature reports that students were severely punished for speaking 

Spanish. Laura Cummings, a Partnership Specialist for the U.S. Census Bureau, writes about 

teachers’ use of physical violence and humiliation against students for speaking their mother 

tongue.20 Thomas Sheridan, Professor of Anthropology at the University of Arizona, also 

explains that teachers made their students wash their mouths out with soap for speaking Spanish. 

																																																								
12	Gilbert G. Gonzalez,	Chicano Education in the Era of Segregation (Philadelphia: Balch Institute Press, 

1990), 30. 
													13	Ibid., 35. 

14	Ibid., 36. 
15	Ballón, Mexican Americans and Education, 22.		

													16	Ibid., 23. 
17	Ibid. 

													18	Thomas E. Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses: The Mexican Community in Tucson, 1854-1941 (Tucson: The 
University of Arizona Press, 1992), 233. 

19	Ibid. 
													20	Laura L. Cummings, Pachucas and Pachucos, in Tucson: Situated Border Lives (Tucson: The 
University of Arizona Press, 2015), 136. 
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Some teachers forced their students to eat one extremely hot chiltepin pepper for using one 

Spanish word.21 

           Americanization was evident in Tucson’s 1-C program, which began in 1917 and 

continued until 1967.22 The 1-C program was a one-year English instruction and a pre-first grade 

program. The majority of enrolled students were Mexican Americans.23 Students of Mexican 

origin were mixed by age and were segregated from their white counterparts by their English 

proficiency.24 Gene Benton, a former superintendent of the Tucson Unified School District, 

recalled that there was no formal assessment of language skills; therefore, even Mexican 

American students who were proficient in English were placed in the 1-C program. Moreover, 

the program lacked class structure, so many students were held there more than one year. When 

they entered first grade, they were overage.25 Salomón Baldenegro, a former 1-C student, 

recalled his school life as follows, 

You couldn't speak Spanish. So if one of your friends was behind you and you said 
apurate-hurry up-in Spanish...you would get hit 5 times per word. If you said two words, 
you would get hit ten times. We couldn't play any Mexican games, we had to play 
American games like Ring Around the Rosies. We couldn't call marbles canicas, we had 
to say marbles.26 
 

René Galindo also noted, “Many students remained in 1-C for several years before dropping out 

of school without ever having the opportunity to transfer to age-appropriate subject matter 

																																																								
													21	Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses, 233. 

22	http://www.tusd1.org/contents/depart/language/Documents/LegacyOfMemory.pdf. 
23	Maritza De La Trinidad, "The Segregation of Mexican Americans in Tucson Public Schools Chicanos in 

Arizona, Southwest have long history of fighting discrimination,"	The Arizona Report	4, no. 2 (Spring 2000): 19. 
													24	René Galindo, "The Nativistic Legacy of the Americanization Era in the Education of Mexican 
Immigrant Students," Educational Studies 47, no. 4 (2011): 338. 

25	Trinidad, "The Segregation of Mexican Americans”, 24.  
26	http://parentseyes.arizona.edu/westside/problem.html. 
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instruction.”27 The racially segregated program contributed to psychological trauma, high 

dropout rates, and academic failure among Mexican American students.28 In other words, the 1-C 

program did not prepare students to achieve academic success and go to college. In fact, it did 

the opposite.  

          Although dropout rates of Mexican-origin students were high during the Americanization 

period, members of Los Changuitos Feos became academically successful. Many of them 

received higher education and succeeded later in life. Rodríguez points out, “Randy Carrillo got 

his degree and went to work for a city councilor; Macario Ruiz and Bobby Martinez graduated to 

become teachers at local high schools.”29 Members of the youth mariachi group were encouraged 

to sing songs in Spanish and learn Mexican culture. They performed mariachi throughout the 

United States and Mexico as “Ambassadors of Good Will” to celebrate Mexican heritage.30 In 

1970, Tucson’s mayor, Lew Davis, dubbed June 13th as “Los Changuitos Feos Day”.31 The 

group became the pride of the Mexican American community in Tucson. Furthermore, Los 

Changuitos Feos was aimed at supporting youth academic accomplishment.32 Each member 

received a college scholarship based on their high school academic success; therefore, they 

became the first generation in their families to receive college education. Los Changuitos Feos’s 

success was the major influence on the growth of other school mariachi programs in Arizona.33  

																																																								
27	Galindo, "The Nativistic Legacy”, 339. 
28 Trinidad, "The Segregation of Mexican Americans”, 24. 

													29	Rodríguez, The History of the Tucson International Mariachi Conference, 9.  
30	"Los Changuitos Feos de Tucson," Los Changuitos Feos de Tucson - Los Changuitos Feos. 

http://lcf.casanovacreations.com/history (accessed August 17, 2017). 
31	Ibid. 
32"Los Changuitos Feos de Tucson," Los Changuitos Feos de Tucson - Los Changuitos Feos. 	

http://lcf.casanovacreations.com/scholarships (accessed August 17, 2017). 
33	Sheehy, Mariachi Music in America, 83.  
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          In 1971, Randy and Stevie Carrillo, members of Los Changuitos Feos, and other local  

mariachi musicians, including Gilbert Velez, Fred Tarazon, and Ruben Moreno formed a 

professional ensemble named Mariachi Cobre, which is considered one of the leading  

mariachi groups in the United States.34 In 1981, Mariachi Cobre was invited to take part in 

the first mariachi competition at the San Antonio International Mariachi Conference. After  

they returned home, they drew their inspiration from the San Antonio Mariachi Conference  

to start the Tucson International Mariachi Conference, which has attracted thousands of 

students and audiences every year.35 

            Mariachi programs have been established in many Tucson public schools as a result of the 

city’s annual International Mariachi Conference, which started in 1983 and serves as the model 

for other similar conferences. In her 2007 dissertation, “Year One at ‘City’ High School: An 

Ethnographic Study of Heritage Language Learners at an Innovative Charter School,” Kimberly 

Adilia Helmer states, “The conference is one of the major influences on mariachi music and 

folklórico dance not only in the United States, but also in Mexico and the rest of the world.”36 

The musicians of Mariachi Cobre also created workshops for the Tucson International Mariachi 

Conference(TIMC). Nelba Chavez, the chief executive officer, noted the importance of the 

educational component of the conference, stating, 

It [the Tucson International Mariachi Conference] was going to be an educational 
experience for young children and whoever wanted to be part of it. The educational piece 

																																																								
													34	Rodríguez, The History of the Tucson International Mariachi Conference, 2. 	

35	Ibid., 3. 
36	Kimberly Adilia Helmer, “Year One at ‘City’ High School: An Ethnographic Study of Heritage 

Language Learners at an Innovative Charter School” (PhD diss., The University of Arizona, 2007), 127.  
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was [aimed] at young people and old people who were interested in preserving not only 
the culture but learning more about the music, whether it’s violin or guitarron or guitarra. 
That they would have that opportunity as part of the conference….37 
                      

Workshops of the 2017 Tucson International Mariachi Conference included levels I through III 

and Master level. Levels I, II, and III required students to have at least one, two, and six years of 

mariachi instruction, respectively. The master level required students to have at least eight years 

of participation in mariachi performance. The Armando C. Gonzales Student Showcase followed 

the workshops. It afforded students the chance to show what they had learned in the workshops. 

It also provided an opportunity for students’ family members and friends to support them and 

celebrate mariachi culture together. Members of Mariachi Cobre have spoken about the 

significance of mariachi education in promoting the culture of mariachi tradition.38 Due to the 

conference’s influence, mariachi programs have been established in several local unified school 

districts, including Tucson, Sunnyside, and Flowing Wells. 

																																																								
													37	Rodríguez, The History of the Tucson International Mariachi Conference, 5.	
													38	Lauryn Camille Salazar, “From Fiesta to Festival: Mariachi Music in California and the Southwestern 
United States” (PhD diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 2010), 103.  
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Figure 2. Mariachi workshop for Level III at the 2017 TIMC. Photo by Mr. John Contreras. Used with 
Permission.39 

																																																								
													39	Mr. John Contreras is the director of Mariachi Aztlan at Pueblo Magnet High School. He also serves as 
mariachi music director for the conference.	
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Figure 3. Mariachi workshop at the 2017 TIMC. Photo by Mr. John Contreras. Used with Permission.  

 
											One of the principal purposes of the existence of mariachi education programs is to 

improve students’ academic performance. Richard Carranza, in his 2008 article, “Mariachi 

Instruction in Support of Literacy,” poses the following question: “So, how will this [mariachi] 

program help our school achieve its academic improvement goals?”40 Carranza immediately 

explains, “This is probably one of the first questions the intrepid music educator is asked when 

proposing the creation of a mariachi program. Even scarier is when it is posed during an 

evaluation conference while discussing an existing program.”41 Carranza provides two examples 

showing that, “schools with music programs¾especially those high-quality programs¾have 

																																																								
												40	Richard Carranza, "Mariachi Instruction in Support of Literacy," Foundations of Mariachi Education, 
Volume 1: Materials, Methods, and Resources 1 (2008): 167. 

41	Ibid. 
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significantly higher graduation rates and attendance rates than schools without music 

programs.”42 Another published study regarding mariachi education programs in public schools 

is Lauryn Salazar’s dissertation. She states, “They [mariachi education programs] are seen as a 

means of helping Mexican and Mexican-American youth, who, according to various statistics, 

underperform academically and share disproportionately large high school dropout rates when 

compared to other ethnic groups.”43  

            Even though one of the principal purposes for the existence of mariachi programs is to 

improve students’ academic performance, music scholars have yet to address how mariachi 

education encourages higher academic achievement. Since mariachi is such an important symbol 

of Mexican cultural identity, it is important to consider the following questions: 

1. Is there a relationship between cultural identity and student academic achievement? 

2. How are Mexican culture and music tradition transmitted in mariachi lessons, in a 

classroom setting, to reflect cultural identity for Mexican-American youth? 

3. Will parents come to mariachi performances and support their children performing 

music at school or other festivals? 

4. Will students make friends in the mariachi programs? 

This thesis will investigate these questions through an ethnographic study in two mariachi 

programs, one at Tucson High Magnet School and the other at Pueblo Magnet High School, in 

the Tucson Unified School District (TUSD). According to the two high schools, ingredients for 

																																																								
	42	Ibid., 168. 
	43	Salazar, “From Fiesta to Festival”, 4.  
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academic achievement include maintaining a high GPA, good attendance, involvement in clubs 

and sports, and gaining leadership experience through community service. 

Purpose of the Study 

           The purpose of this study is to gain an increased understanding of the impact of mariachi 

programs on high school students’ experiences and academic achievement and look for the 

relationship between achievement and cultural identity. Education scholars, such as Guadalupe 

Valdés and Douglas Foley, argue that children underperform in school due to cultural difference 

or cultural mismatch; therefore, it is necessary to incorporate the cultural heritage of students 

into the curricula for academic success.44  

            In this interdisciplinary study, I will expand upon their argument by examining mariachi 

transmission, parental involvement, and peer relationships. I argue that students enrolled in 

Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High School and in Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High School 

are re-creating their cultural identities in response to the sociocultural context of music education 

in the United States. This process of identity formation allows them to move more smoothly 

from one setting to another in their family, peer, and school worlds. The interrelationship 

between students and their peers, parents, and teachers facilitates their academic achievement.   

Theoretical Perspectives 

     My study builds on two theoretical perspectives: selective acculturation and the Students’ 

Multiple Worlds (SMW) model. Selective acculturation allows immigrant children to re-create 

																																																								
													44	Guadalupe Valdés, Con Respeto: Bridging the Distances Between Culturally Diverse Families and 
Schools: An Ethnographic Portrait (New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 2005), 17,	and 
Douglas E. Foley, “Reconsidering Anthropological Explanations of Ethnic School Failure,” Anthropology & 
Education Quarterly 22, no. 1 (March 1991): 61. 	
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their cultural identity such that it supports academic success.45 The SMW study creates a 

theoretical model of the interrelationships between family, peer, and teacher worlds that 

influence students’ academic engagement.46 

Selective acculturation 

     A body of scholarly work on immigrants in the U.S. has focused on issues of cultural 

assimilation. In order to understand selective acculturation, it is necessary to introduce other 

assimilation theories associated with it. There are two major theories related to cultural 

assimilation: straight-line and segmented.47 Straight-line assimilation theory is associated with a 

study on European immigrants during the early 20th century. The theory suggests that immigrants 

needed to reject their native cultures in order to become Americans. It also states that 

assimilation processes enabled immigrants to achieve upward social mobility and successful 

accomplishment in education and in professional context.48 Failure to assimilate into the white, 

middle-class culture is considered problematic and threatening for the society.49 However, some 

current research condemns straight-line assimilation as white ethnocentrism. Stacey Lee, 

Professor of Education Policy Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, summarizes,  

Straight-line assimilation has never been an option for immigrants of color. Unlike the 
ancestors of European immigrants, who can choose whether or not to identify as ethnics, 
non-White ethnics have always found ethnic labels imposed on them by dominant 
group.50 

																																																								
													45	Stacey J. Lee, Up Against Whiteness: Race, school, and Immigrant Youth (New York: Teachers College 
Press, Columbia University, 2005), 10.  
													46	Margaret A. Gibson, Patricia C. Gandara, and Jill Peterson Koyama, School Connections: US Mexican 
youth, peers, and school achievement (New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 2004), 108. 
													47	Mary C. Waters, Van C. Tran, Philip Kasinitz, and John H. Mollenkopf, "Segmented Assimilation 
Revisited: Types of Acculturation and Socioeconomic Mobility in Young Adulthood," Ethnic and Racial Studies 33, 
no. 7 (2010): 2. 

48	Ibid. 
49	Lee, Up Against Whiteness, 10.  

													50	Ibid. 
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Additionally, other scholars maintain that straight-line assimilation theory is not able to capture 

the experiences of immigrants of color because they are more ethnically and economically 

diverse that generations of European immigrants.51  

     Segmented assimilation theory was created in the late 20th century as an alternative to the 

straight-line assimilation theory. The theory is associated with the relationships between 

immigrant youth, their parents, and their ethnic communities. It postulates three outcomes, 

including, “upward assimilation, downward assimilation, and upward mobility combined with 

persistent biculturalism.”52 The three outcomes correspond to consonant, dissonant, and selective 

acculturation.53 Consonant acculturation is a process that both minority children and their parents 

adopt American culture and ways of life and gradually lose their native culture at the same 

pace.54 However, consonant acculturation is not a secure way for immigrants of color to succeed 

in the mainstream society. Alejandro Portes and Rubén Rumbaut illustrate, “Consonant 

acculturation does not guarantee success because parents’ and children’s striving for acceptance 

into the American mainstream may be blocked by discrimination. Still, consonant acculturation 

lays the basis for parental guidance and mutual intergenerational support in confronting external 

challenges.”55    

																																																								
51	Ibid. 
52	Waters et al., Segmented Assimilation Revisited, 2.  
53	Ibid. 

													54	Ibid. 
55	Alejandro Portes and Rubén G. Rumbaut,	Legacies: The Story of the Immigrant Second Generation 

(Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 2010), 54.  
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          Dissonant acculturation happens when children of color are Americanized, while their 

parents are not. According the literature, dissonant acculturation has an adverse effect on 

immigrant children. In discussing the negative effect of this theory, Stephanie Ewert observes, 

Immigrants experiencing dissonant acculturation will have difficulty responding to 
external obstacles because they face strained and less supportive familial relationships 
resulting from the parent–child role reversal. Many will face downward assimilation 
where they drop below the socioeconomic starting positions of their parents. Immigrant 
generations who do not maintain ties to their families and ethnic communities may be at 
risk of experiencing dissonant acculturation, thereby increasing the risk of learning the 
bad habits of some native-born youth and developing detrimental behavioral patterns at 
school.56 

 
Selective acculturation takes place when both minority children and their parents learn 

mainstream American culture and norms while maintaining both their native culture and close 

ties with their ethnic communities. 

     Research carried out by educational scholars concludes that the most successful 

immigrants experience selective acculturation.57 This is because selective acculturation forges 

closer intergenerational relationships between immigrant children and their parents and supports 

academic success. Portes and Rumbaut focus on the role of identity negotiation in selective 

acculturation and academic achievement. They explain, 

The findings from our longitudinal study consistently point to the benefits of selective 
acculturation. This path is closely intertwined with preservation of fluent bilingualism 
and linked, in turn, with higher self-esteem, higher educational and occupational  
expectations, and higher academic achievement. Children who learn the language and 
culture of their new country without losing those of the old, have a much better 
understanding of their place in the world.58 

 

																																																								
													56	Stephanie Ewert, "Student Misbehavior During Senior Year: A Comparison of Immigrants and the 
Native-Born," Social Science Research 38, no. 4 (2009): 827. 

57	Lee, Up against whiteness, 10.  
													58	Rubén G. Rumbaut and Alejandro Portes, Ethnicities: Children of Immigrants in America (Berkeley, 
Calif.: University of California Press, 2001), 274. 
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The implication of their findings regarding the positive effects of biculturalism on academic 

achievement is that schools should encourage minority students to learn their culture and have a 

sense of pride in their cultural heritage. Selective acculturation challenges the white 

ethnocentrism behind straight-line assimilation theory and emphasizes the importance of ethnic 

cultures and norms in academic achievement.  

The Students’ Multiple Worlds Study 

     The Students’ Multiple Worlds Study (SMW) is a model of interrelationships between 

students’ family, peer, and school worlds. The study investigates how meanings and 

understandings from each world combine to influence students’ academic engagement and 

achievement. Furthermore, the model focuses on students’ perceptions of boundaries between 

each world and strategies they employ to move from one setting to another. According to Phelan, 

Davidson, and Cao, who created the SMW, the terms world, setting, and boundaries have their 

own meanings in this model, 

We use the term world to mean cultural knowledge and behavior found within the 
boundaries of students’ families, peer groups, and schools; we presume that each world 
contains values and beliefs, expectations, actions, and emotional responses familiar to 
insiders. We use the terms social setting, arena, and context to refer to places and events 
within which individuals act and interact. The terms boundaries and borders refer to real 
or perceived lines or barriers between worlds.59 
 

In Figure 4, meanings and understandings drawn from each world combine to affect students’ 

actions and school engagement. For instance, if a student’s parents highly value academic 

achievement, but his or her intimate friends devalue good grades, he or she needs to manage and 

cope with incongruities in values and expectations to decide his or her own action.  

 

																																																								
													59	Patricia Phelan, Ann Locke Davidson, and Hanh Thanh Cao, "Students' Multiple worlds: Negotiating the 
Boundaries of Family, Peer, and School Cultures," Anthropology & Education Quarterly 22, no. 3 (1991): 225. 
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Figure 4. Phelan and her team’s model of the interrelationships between students’ family, peer, and school worlds.60 

 

     According to the SMW model, researchers developed four pattern types: congruent 

worlds/smooth transitions, different worlds/boundary crossings managed, different 

worlds/boundary crossings hazardous, and borders impenetrable/boundary crossings 

insurmountable. This paper, however, will only address congruent worlds and smooth 

transitions.61 This type of pattern states that students whose worlds are similar and congruent can 

easily move from one social context to another. Similarities between students’ family members, 

instructors, and peers outweigh differences. This pattern emphasizes students’ families value 

school achievement and have positive attitudes towards the future. Students’ friends also share 
																																																								
													60	Ibid., 228. 
													61	Ibid.	
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the same beliefs as their friend’s parents and have close relationships with them. This pattern 

also stresses the importance of the relationships between students’ parents and their teachers. 

Parents attend school activities, such as parent-teacher association meetings, parent organizations, 

sports, and performances to learn teachers’ expectations and individual student information. 

Parental involvement enables parents develop a close relationship with teachers and support their 

children’s education.  

Methodology 

           During the spring 2017 semester, I conducted my research over a period of three months 

(January-March). The methodology incorporated several approaches from ethnomusicology and 

anthropology: an anonymous survey, interviews, on-site observations, and descriptive field notes 

(names of students and their parents are pseudonyms). I selected students from the mariachi 

programs at Tucson High Magnet School and Pueblo Magnet High School. A total of sixty 

students from the two programs completed the anonymous survey. From this pool, I chose 

twenty students (10 from each school), two mariachi directors (1 from each school), and ten 

parents of students in the original pool of 60 with whom I conducted one-on-one interviews 

using a semi-structured questionnaire in-person, via phone, or email. In addition, I observed 

mariachi classes at each school four days a week¾mornings at Pueblo High and afternoons at 

Tucson High. Finally, I observed student mariachi public performances outside of school. 

          Two instruments were used for treatment: an anonymous survey and a questionnaire. The 

survey contains two types of items. The first item consists of five questions designed to generate 

short answers. The second item contains seven multiple choice questions. Subjects selected one 

or multiple answers from a defined list of choices. I gave each student a printed survey, which 
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s/he completed at the beginning of class. Each interview, which lasted 30 to 45 minutes, was 

guided by a questionnaire.  

Research Contexts 

          Both Tucson High and Pueblo High are located in Pima Country, Arizona. In Tucson High, 

74% of the students are Hispanic.62 In Pueblo High, 89.8% of the students are Hispanic.63 In both 

schools, however, the majority of teachers are Anglo. Both high schools’ mariachi programs 

were founded in 1992 as a curricular component. During the study, 97% of the students who 

enrolled in the mariachi program at Tucson High School were Mexican Americans ranging from 

grades 9 to 12. Students who enrolled in the mariachi program at Pueblo were all Mexican 

Americans also ranging from grades 9 to 12.  

          The two mariachi programs are comprised of beginning, intermediate, advanced, and 

performing levels. Tucson High's performing group is called Mariachi Rayos del Sol. Pueblo 

High’s performing group is called Mariachi Aztlán. Students were admitted to each level based 

on their skill level in playing their instruments, not their grade level. Students in both performing 

groups must maintain a high level of academic achievement because they undertook all public 

and private performances, which required extensive practice and rehearsals during their free time. 

The two youth mariachi programs are renowned for playing authentic mariachi music and 

expressing pride in its cultural heritage.64 According to the data, 39% of the students who 

enrolled in Mariachi Rayos del Sol were female. About 58% of the female students enrolled in 

																																																								
62	Executive Summary Tucson High Magnet School 

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:AWo68QKQ040J:www.advanc-
ed.org/oasis2/u/par/accreditation/summary/pdf%3Bjsessionid%3D3D189CF5A74AA0C38C0CB91208CFF22C%3
FinstitutionId%3D35898+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us. 

63	http://edweb.tusd1.org/pueblo/docs/downloads/pueblo_profile.pdf. 
													64	The term authentic is used in the official document of Mariachi Aztlán de Pueblo High School, “The 
group plays authentic mariachi music, arranged and conducted by teacher and director, John Contreras, himself a 
mariachi musician with over thirty years of experience.” 
http://www.tusd1.org/contents/depart/oma/Documents/MariachiAztlan.pdf. 
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other level mariachi classes in Tucson High School. In Pueblo High School, 50% of female 

students enrolled in Mariachi Aztlán. Forty-nine percent of the female students enrolled in other 

level mariachi classes. According to the data collected from the Department of Accountability 

and Research of TUSD, the mean grade point average (GPA) for students enrolled in the 

mariachi program at Tucson High School was 2.76 (a B average); for students enrolled in the 

mariachi program at Pueblo High School was 2.78, or a B average.  

          The two particular mariachi programs were selected because they have talented members 

and capable directors. They are considered Tucson’s most popular youth mariachi groups. All 

were participants in the 2017 Tucson International Mariachi Conference (TIMC). This year, 

Mariachi Aztlán de Pueblo High School won the TIMC Student Showcase Competition.  

Thesis Road Map 

          In this chapter, I have outlined the research questions and theoretical perspectives and have 

also discussed the methodology and research process. In Chapter 2, I review literature on 

different topics associated with my study, including mariachi culture, mariachi transmission, 

minority underperformance in school, parental involvement, and peer relationships. In Chapter 3, 

I explore the basics of mariachi sound, such as the use of instruments, musical forms, and the 

leading composer that are essential to mariachi education. In Chapter 4, I focus on mariachi 

transmission at the two mariachi programs and examine how the teaching and learning process 

affects students’ identity formation. Chapter 5 builds on Students’ Multiple Worlds model to 

analyze how students’ families, peers, and teachers together influence their school achievement. 

Specifically, I explore how parents provide their children with academic support by analyzing 

attendance at students’ mariachi performances and intergenerational relations. I also discuss the 

continuing school dynamic between peer relationships and academic performance. This part 
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analyzes peer interactions and influences in a mariachi classroom setting by emphasizing two 

themes: belonging in school and peer social capital. I further highlight the role of the two 

mariachi directors and explore how they develop a close relationship with their students to 

support them academically. Chapter 6, the concluding section, reviews the major findings of my 

research on how mariachi education has influenced high school students’ academic learning and 

schooling.  
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                       CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF THE SCHOLARLY LITERATURE 

     The current research by ethnomusicologists and music educators indicates that 

participation in mariachi programs can help Mexican-American youth improve their academic 

performance. However, music scholars have yet to address how mariachi education promotes 

academic achievement. This chapter provides a review of scholarly literature drawn from both 

ethnomusicology and anthropology of education to address mariachi culture, mariachi 

transmission, minority underperformance in school, parental involvement, and peer relationships.  

Mariachi culture 

											A body of scholarly work on mariachi culture has emphasized the analysis of history in 

both Mexico and the United States. The literature on mariachi in Mexico highlights the 

movement from rural areas to urban Mexico City, the evolution of instrumentation, and costume. 

Historical evidence reveals the development of mariachi in rural areas of western Mexico as a 

musical festival, musical ensemble, and physical dance paltform. According to Sheehy, the first 

recorded mention of the mariachi as a musical event appeared in the western Mexican state of 

Nayarit in 1852.65 In addition, mariachi refers to a three-or four-piece orchestra called mariage 

existed in Guadalajara in 1875.66 In the coastal region of the territory of Tepic, mariachi also 

refers to a platform called mariache, where people performed the jarabe dance with music 

played by the harp, violin, vihuela, and percussion instruments.67 Mary-Lee Mulholland and 

Sylvia Clark further state that mariachi music as an important part of Mexicans’ lives existed in 

																																																								
													65	Daniel Sheehy, "Mexican Mariachi Music: Made in the USA," in Musics of Multicultural America: A 
Study of Twelve Musical	Communities, ed. Kip Lornell and Anne K. Rasmussen (New York: Shirmer Books, 1997), 
142. 
													66	Sheehy, "Mexican Mariachi Music,” 143.	
													67	Sheehy provides an explanation of the jarabe dance and writes, “The jarabe is an indigenous dance form 
that was first documented around 1800 and seen as an important cultural expression tied to the rise of Mexican 
mestizo (a mix Spanish, Amerindian, and African) culture and the movement for Mexico’s independence erupting in 
1810”. Ibid.	
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rural areas as part of the social context, including cultural celebrations and rites of passage, such 

as birthdays, weddings, funerals, and baptisms.68  

           Three factors resulted in the evolution of mariachi from a rural musical genre to an urban 

style that became known as the cultural symbol of Mexico: political influences of the Mexican 

Revolution, massive migration, and the mass media.69 In 1910, the Mexican Revolution broke 

out. While the Mexican elite favored European cultural traditions, many members of the post-

revolution intellectual elite and government officials, a number of whom came from rural areas,  

placed a high value on Mexico’s regional cultural traditions, considering mariachi a symbol of 

Mexican culture. For instance, Lázaro Cárdenas, the president of Mexico, included mariachi 

ensembles from rural areas in political events.70 At the same time, a massive influx of rural 

people and mariachi musicians were migrating to Mexico City where they could have a better 

standard of living. These people maintained family ties and demanded music that connected 

them to their regional identities. Popular entertainment media responded to this demand and 

played an important role in bringing mariachi music to the nation’s attention.71 Mariachi 

musicians appeared in movies and were regularly heard on several radio stations, including 

Mexico City’s most powerful station, XEW.72  

          The evolution of maraichi instrumentation took place in response to the change of 

mariachi music from rural to urban. Mariachi instrumentation of western Mexico consisted of the 

																																																								
													68	Mary-Lee Mulholland, "Mariachi, Myths and Mestizaje: Popular Culture and Mexican National 
Identity," National Identities 9, no. 3 (2007): 250, and Sylvia Clark, "Mariachi Music as A Symbol of Mexican 
Culture in the United States," International Journal of Music Education 23, no. 3 (2005): 228.	
													69	Ibid., 254.	
													70	Sheehy, "Mexican Mariachi Music,” 144.	
													71	Ibid., 145.	
													72	Ibid.	
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harp, violin, and different sizes of guitar such as the vihuela and guitarra de golpe.73 When 

mariachi music evolved into an urban genre, the guitarrón, a large bass guitar, replaced the harp 

as the bass instrument. Clark explains the reasons behind this shift,  

           The guitarrón, a type of large guitar, displaced the harp because it provided a stronger 
            bass and could be carried more easily when the mariachis moved from place to place in 
            the urban setting of Mexico City. Flexibility of harmonies due to the chromatic  
            capabilities of the guitarrón allowed an expansion of repertoire not possible with the  
            mariachi harp.74 
 
In the 1940s, the trumpet was added. According to Mulholland, since trumpets are used in 

modern musical styles such as jazz, the inclusion of the trumpet situates mariachi in an urban 

context.75   

          During the transition of mariachi to a national symbol, the costume of mariachi musicians 

also changed. In Mexico’s rural areas, mariachi players were dressed in the attire of the ordinary 

peasants. When they migrated to Mexico City, they adopted the Traje de Charro, an outfit 

associated with rich cowboys, haciendados, and the land-owning elite. Because the Traje de 

Charro is associated with wealthy people, this costume change was much more appropriate to an 

urban setting.76  

          The literature on mariachi in the United States emphasizes performance context, mariachi 

education, and gender. During the 20th century, a flood of Mexican immigrants poured into the 

United States, and they demanded mariachi music to maintain close cultural ties with Mexico. As 

mariachi music was brought to the U.S., the performance context changed. Mark Fogelquist 

mentions that mariachis played music almost entirely in local cantinas, or bars, to entertain new 

																																																								
													73	Ibid., 146.	
													74	Clark, "Mariachi Music as A Symbol of Mexican Culture,” 228.	
													75	Mulholland, "Mariachi, Myths and Mestizaje,” 225.	
													76	Ibid., 254.	
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immigrants.77 Sheehy further describes cantinas as mariachi performance centers in the U.S. and 

states, “Musicians followed immigrants and were able to assuage feelings of isolation and 

loneliness at the end of the work-day or week.”78  

          In addition, the literature notes the significance of La Fonda, a mariachi dinner theater, in 

transforming the performance context in the United States.79 La Fonda is run by Natividad “Nati” 

Cano, the director of Mariachi Los Camperos de Nati Cano. During the group’s 1965 Texas tour, 

they were refused lunch in a local restaurant because they were Mexican. Cano’s experiences 

with racism inspired him to “have a place where people of all colors, of all flavors, of all 

countries will come, come to see [them].”80  In 1969, Cano opened La Fonda in Los Angeles. 

Unlike typical mariachi performances, in which the audience pays mariachis to play their 

requested songs, musicians at La Fonda and other mariachi restaurants have their own repertoire 

and play music for everyone.81 Therefore, they gain more control of the performance. 

           Since the 1960s, young people have received mariachi education in school programs and 

mariachi conferences. Fogelquist and Sheehy mention that mariachi instruction has been 

included in the curriculum of primary and secondary schools, and universities in the Southwest 

to promote multicultural education.82 Furthermore, educating youth is an important component 

of mariachi conferences in the United States. Fogelquist describes that conferences are centered 

workshops where students study mariachi music with professionals. Youth mariachi groups can 

also present themselves on conference showcases to celebrate mariachi tradition with their 

																																																								
													77	Mark Fogelquist, "Mariachi Conferences and Festivals in the United States," in The Changing Faces of 
Tradition: A Report on the Folk and Traditional Arts in the United States, ed. Betsy Peterson (Washington, DC: 
National Endowment for the Arts, 1996), 20. 
													78	Sheehy, "Mexican Mariachi Music,” 151.	
													79	Sheehy, Mariachi Music in America, 44.	

80	Ibid. 
													81	Ibid., 46. 	
													82	Fogelquist, "Mariachi Conferences and Festivals,” 20, and Sheehy, "Mexican Mariachi Music,” 151.	
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parents and friends.83 School mariachi programs and mariachi conferences give young students 

culturally resonant education, preserving the continuity with the roots of mariachi tradition and 

Mexican culture.  

          Traditionally, it is not socially acceptable for women to be mariachis. Although several all-

female mariachi groups existed in Mexico City, the majority of ensembles were male-dominated. 

In the United States, the inclusion of women in mariachi groups has become common. Sheehy 

states, “More gender-equal school programs and stage concerts have changed this, making the 

presence of women more of an asset to the groups’ showmanship.”84 For instance, all-female 

groups Mariachi Reyna de Los Angeles and Mariachi Mujer 2000 performed in the  

“Viva el Mariachi” festival in California.85 

          Originating from rural areas in Mexico, mariachi music migrated to Mexico City and 

crossed the border to the United States. It has become a symbol of Mexican culture in both 

Mexico and the U.S. Mariachi is not only about music itself, but also reflects social life.           

Mariachi transmission 

     The current study reveals that teaching and learning methods can be particularly 

meaningful when transmitting non-Western music genres in the United States. According to Lara 

Biernoff and Diana Blom, several issues need to be considered in non-Western music 

transmission, including, “musical, cultural, and educational expectations, experiences and 

outcomes within the ensembles, and responses to issues of national identity, appropriation, and 

																																																								
													83	Fogelquist, "Mariachi Conferences and Festivals,” 21.	
													84	Sheehy, "Mexican Mariachi Music,” 153.	
													85	Ibid.	
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‘cultural rights.’”86 In the existing literature on mariachi transmission, both teaching approaches 

and teaching culturally diverse populations will be reviewed.  

     Mariachi teaching approaches have been related to the issues of cultural authenticity and 

cultural appropriation in a classroom setting. José R. Torres-Ramos states that students are taught 

mariachi from a Western teaching tradition in the United States, particularly in Texas.87 He 

explains that many mariachi teachers are certified through music education programs that largely 

reside in Western-tradition conservatories or schools of music. From these mariachi teachers, 

students learn limited repertoire through written notation, focus on music skills, and  

memorization of melodic patterns through repetition. Traditional learning methods, such as 

playing by ear and improvisation are neglected.88 Torres-Ramos argues, “The socio-cultural 

importance of mariachi performance context is ignored, with the show mariachi appropriated, at 

the exclusion of the working context, to better align with the Western philosophy of music 

education.”89 In other words, students lose opportunities to learn authentic mariachi music in its 

cultural context. Therefore, Carlos R. Abril maintains that, “a culturally responsive approach” is 

necessary to be included, responding to the cultures of students when teaching multicultural 

music.90   

     Language is an important consideration for measuring listening preference when teaching 

non-Western music to ethnically diverse students. Victor Fung examined world music preference 

among university students, concluding that students who were not familiar with the music’s 
																																																								

86	Lara Biernoff and Diana Blom, “Non-Western Ensembles: Crossing Boundaries and Creating Interstices 
in Cross-Cultural Educational Contexts,” Research Studies in Music Education 19, no. 1 (December 2002): 22.  
													87	José R. Torres-Ramos, “Conceptualizing Mariachi as Postmodern Music Education,” 
https://www.academia.edu/6735575/Conceptualizing_Mariachi_within_Post_Modern_Music_Education (accessed 
January 29, 2017). 

88	Ibid., 20. 
89	Ibid. 
90	Carlos R. Abril, “Responding to Culture in the Instrumental Music Programme: A Teacher’s Journey,” 

Music Education Research 11, no. 1 (March 2009): 80.  
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culture preferred to learn instrumental music rather than vocal music.91 Abril did another study 

on listening preference between monolingual and bilingual students in a mariachi program. Abril 

reported that monolingual students prefer to play instrumental music, while bilingual students are 

likely to sing songs in Spanish.92 Abril’s reports are entirely consistent with Fung’s findings, 

suggesting that students’ language abilities need to be considered when teaching non-Western 

music.  

     Existing research demonstrates that a culturally responsive teaching method should be 

adopted when teaching mariachi music. In this way, students can better understand music in its 

cultural context. In addition, language proficiency should be considered when teaching non-

Spanish speakers mariachi.  

Minority underperformance in school 

     Studies on minority student academic failure explains that Mexican-origin students have 

underperformed in school. Even though there are various theories on minority student failure in 

school, cultural explanations have been drawn on by many researchers and practitioners.93 The 

main perspectives in the cultural argument are cultural deprivation theory and cultural difference 

theory.  

     Cultural deprivation theory was developed in the field of sociology during the 1960s. 

Advocates of this theory attribute academic failure to the social class backgrounds of minority 

students.94 Anthropologist Oscar Lewis claimed that ethnic working-class groups have inferior 

norms, values, and knowledge compared to the white middle-class groups, and therefore 

																																																								
91	C. Victor Fung, “Undergraduate Nonmusic Majors’ World Music Preference and Multicultural Attitudes,” 

Journal of Research in Music Education 42, no. 1 (1994): 47.			
92	Abril, “Responding to Culture”, 88.  
93	Valdés, Con Respeto, 17. 
94	S. G. Bazemore and G. W. Noblit, “Class Origins and Academic Achievement: An Empirical Critique of 

the Cultural Deprivation Perspective,” Urban Education 13, no. 3 (October 1, 1978): 345.  
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disadvantaged children are caught in a cycle of underachievement that is, “self-perpetuating”.95 

Scholars who believe in this position assert that low-income parents of color teach their children 

norms and cultural patterns that prevent them from achieving in mainstream education.  

     Meanwhile, educational anthropologists began to participate in the discussion of ethnic 

student school failure. Anthropologists challenged the cultural deprivation theory from, “a 

culturally relativistic perspective”, and they developed an explanation of academic failure of 

ethnic students that highlights cultural difference theory.96 Morris explains, “This new group of 

theorists [educational anthropologists] argued that the extent to which students learned or did not 

learn in schools reflected the cultural differences of the groups, which were either congruent with 

or incongruent with the dominant culture of schools.”97 According to the anthropologist critics, 

the socio-economic backgrounds of ethnic students are not related to the academic failure.  

     Building on the cultural difference explanation, sociolinguists maintain that differences in 

culture lead to linguistic conflicts between minority students and their white mainstream 

teachers.98 Different speech styles create cultural incongruences, with the result that mainstream 

teachers treat minority students differently, and therefore they become underachievers in school.  

Cultural difference theorists assume, 
 
            Racially and ethnically diverse students’ learning could be enhanced if there was cultural 
            congruence or synchronization between the home and the school, and if the schooling  
            experiences resonated with the unique cognitive or learning styles and cultural patterns of  
            students.99    
                      
 
																																																								

95	Oscar Lewis, The Culture of Poverty (San Francisco: W.H. Freeman, 1966), 215.   
96	Foley, “Ethnic School Failure”, 61.  

													97	Jerome E. Morris, “Ethnicity Race and Culture - Latino Growth, Racial and Ethnic Minority Students in 
Higher Education – Cultural Expectations and Student Learning,” 
http://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/2346/Race-Ethnicity-Culture.html (accessed January 29, 2017). 

98	Foley, “Reconsidering Anthropological Explanations of Ethnic School Failure,” 61. 
99	Morris, “Ethnicity Race and Culture”. 
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In other words, the cultural difference theory suggests that schools and teachers need to be more 

aware of multicultural differences and adopt culturally sensitive pedagogy to accommodate the 

cultural backgrounds of minority students.                       

     In discussing the academic problems that ethnic minority students have experienced, 

scholars in different academic fields depend on explanations that center on culture. Cultural 

deprivation theorists assert that low-income children of color fail in school because they are 

disadvantaged by their home cultures. Unlike cultural deprivation theorists, who negatively 

judge the home cultures of students of color, cultural difference theorists suggest that cultures of 

minority students are inherently valuable but do not match the mainstream school culture.  

Parental Involvement  

     The existing scholarly research indicates that academic achievement of minority students 

is related to parent involvement in school.100 Flaxman and Inger, for example, argue that parental 

involvement results in reduced dropout rates and improved school attendance.101 In other words, 

parental involvement can help students stay in school. The current literature suggests that 

parental involvement in school is defined as participating in school activities.  

     Involvement in activities in school allows parents to become “receivers of information 

about the school.”102 According to Scribner et al., parental involvement in school means 

engaging in activities such as school meetings, parent-teacher conferences, ceremonies, and 

working as teachers’ aides, volunteers, school advocates, and fundraisers within the larger school 

																																																								
													100	Corinne Martínez, Charting New Terrains of Chicana(o)/Latina(o) Education (New York: Hampton 
Press, 2000), 93.		
													101	E Flaxman and M Inger, “Parents and Schooling in the 1990s,” The Education Digest (1991): 57.  
													102	Valdés, Con Respeto, 38. 
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community.103 By attending these school activities, parents can understand what is going on in 

school and in the classroom. Furthermore, parents can also receive information on teachers’ 

expectations, school functions, classroom events, testing schedules, and individual students’ 

information.104 In other words, parents who are involved in activities are able to build 

collaborative relationships with schools to academically and socially assist their children to do 

better. 

     However, some minority parents and low-income parents refuse to participate in school 

activities.105 Scholars, such as Scribner, Young, and Pedroza assert that an unwelcome school 

environment is the main barrier for low-income parents of color to engaging in school 

activities.106 Both Portales’s and Valdés’s ethnographic research demonstrates that some teachers 

are indifferent to parents of color due to the language barrier when they visit school.107  

 
     There are several strategies to welcome more minority parents, especially Mexican-origin 

parents, to come to visit schools. Understanding cultural values is a deciding factor to strengthen 

collaborative relationships between minority parents and mainstream teachers.108 Eugene Garcia 

argues that effective teachers and other school personnel understand essential cultural values of 

Chicano parents and recognize their experiences when they interact with the mainstream school 

																																																								
													103	Jay D. Scribner, Michelle D. Young, and Anna Pedroza, “Building Collaborative Relationships with 
Parents,” in Lessons from High-Performing Hispanic Schools: Creating Learning Communities, ed. Pedro Reyes, 
Jay D Scribner, and Alicia Paredes Scribner (New York: Teachers’ College Press, 1999), 37.  

104	Ibid., 39.	
105	McLaughlin M. W. and Shields P. M., “Involving Low-Income Parents in the School: A Role for 

Policy?” Phi Delta Kappan (1987): 69.  
106	Scribner, Young, and Pedroza, “Building Collaborative Relationships with Parents”, 39. 
107	Marco Portales and Rita Portales, Quality Education for Latinos and Latinas: Print and Oral Skills for 

All Students, K-College (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005), 70, and Valdés, Con Respeto, 48. 	
													108	Eugene García, Understanding and Meeting the Challenge of Student Cultural Diversity (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1994), 52.  
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culture.109 Garcia’s suggestion resonates with what cultural difference theorists have argued. 

Schools need to be more sensitive to multiculturalism and to make more effort to overcome 

cultural barriers that prevent minority parents from participating in school activities. By adding 

Garcia’s strategy, Scribner and other policymakers claim that teachers should make “a personal 

commitment to learn about the Hispanic culture.”110 Based on their examination of high-

performing Hispanic schools, they maintain that in order to encourage minority parents to be 

involved in school activities, teachers should learn their cultures, hire bilingual instructors, and 

provide activities in their languages.111 By making these efforts to attract minority parents to take 

part in their children’s schooling, parents will feel supportive and comfortable within a cultural 

context that is congruent between home and school. Another strategy to encourage minority 

parents to visit schools is also from Scribner’s research. Teachers at different high schools 

indicate that “the way to get parents to attend PTA [parent-teacher association] meetings was to 

have their children engaged in some form of performance (e.g., a play, choir, etc.).”112 Scribner’s 

study suggests that drawing on items of cultural resonance for parents-like mariachi might be for 

parents of Mexican ancestry-is a way to get parents come to school to support their children’s 

education.  

     Existing research suggests that even though minority parents may feel uncomfortable to 

take part in school activities due to cultural differences, mariachi may help build relationships 

between parents and school to assist students to become achievers. Mariachi not only provides 

opportunities for parents to visit school and better understand school culture, but also for 

teachers to learn Mexican culture to better serve students.  

																																																								
109	Ibid., 52.  
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Peer Relationships 

          Recent developments in the field of anthropology of education have led to a renewed 

interest in the role of peers in the schooling of students of Mexican origin.113 Several studies 

have revealed that peer influence takes two different forms: “peer pressure to engage in certain 

behaviors” and “peer normative influence on attitudes and aspirations.”114 Gibson, Gandara, and 

Koyama illustrate that in early adolescence, teenagers often begin engaging in risky behaviors 

that hinder academic achievement due to peer pressure.115 On the other hand, John Coleman 

explains that another term for peer normative influence is normative regulation, where peers 

experience a sense of belonging by working together to define the beliefs, norms, and behaviors 

they feel comfortable with. A sense of belonging and peer acceptance, in return, lead to academic 

engagement.116  

          According to the literature, one major theme of peer influence is belonging or not 

belonging in school.117 Research suggests that there is strong correlation between belonging in 

school and academic engagement.118 Studies report that students of Mexican descent are less 

likely to have a sense of belonging in schools where they are marginalized by racism and poverty. 

Students who have a sense of exclusion and rejection tend to disengage themselves from school 

participation, as a result, they are more at risk of dropping out of school.119 By contrast, students 

																																																								
113	Gibson et al.,	School Connections, 3.  
114	Ibid. 

													115	Ibid., 5.	
116	John C Coleman, The Nature of Adolescence (London: Routledge, 2011), 180. 
117	Gibson et al.,	School connections, 7.  
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of Mexican-origin find a place of belonging on campus where they get support from peers who 

share similar backgrounds and beliefs with them. Margaret Gibson and her  

co-researchers conducted their ethnographic study on a high school migrant student club and 

emphasized the influence of peer relationships on students’ sense of security and belonging.120 

Club members reported that being part of the club and getting support from peers were important 

contributors to school participation.121 Other research carried out by Jason Raley suggests that a 

small multiracial high school functions like a family, thus creating a sense of belonging for 

students to possess healthy learning experiences and academic success.122 

          Peer social capital is another important theme for peer influence. According to Stanton-

Salazar and Delpit, peer social capital is defined as, 

Adolescents’ connections to peers and peer networks that can provide access to tangible 
forms of support that facilitate the accomplishment of academic goals. By support we 
mean institutional resources and funds of knowledge that enable low-status students to 
decode the system and participate in power sharing.123 
 

The literature suggests that peer social capital is a major contributor to academic success for 

economically marginalized Mexican American youth.124 This is because disadvantaged parents 

of Mexican descent, who are not college educated, do not have access to the institutional 

knowledge or do not possess college preparation information to help their children become 

academic achievers. Moreover, working-class parents of color might not be capable of 

establishing close relationships with schools to support their children’s education due to certain 

barriers, such of lack of transportation, language barriers, and an unwelcome school 

																																																								
120	Gibson et al.,	School Connections, 129.  
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environment.125 Unlike economically advantaged children, who can acquire social capital from 

their parents, children raised in poverty can only gain educational support from peers for 

academic success.126  

          Given these points, peer pressure interferes with students’ academic participation, but peer 

normative influence affects educational aspirations and creates a sense of belonging for students 

to actively engage in schools. Even though a sense of belonging and peer acceptance are 

requisite for many students to participate in schools, they are not enough for working-class 

Mexican American youth to improve academic performance. Therefore, peer social capital must 

be combined with a sense of belonging to enhance school performance.  
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   CHAPTER 3. THE MARIACHI SOUND 

Instrumentation 

     The use of instruments is vital for the sound of mariachi music. By the middle of the 20th 

century, mariachi evolved from a rural art form to an urban style. The standard mariachi 

ensemble today is comprised of two trumpets, three to six violins, guitar, vihuela, and guitarrón. 

Among these instruments, the vihuela and guitarrón are essential and unique to mariachi music. 

When the question “What is mariachi?” was posed during a Tucson mariachi forum, José “Pepe” 

Martínez, the director of Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán, responded,  

There are two things absolutely essential to the mariachi, and no ensemble is a mariachi 
without these two things: the vihuela and the guitarrón. You could have drums, 
synthesizers, or a thousand violins, but if you have the vihuela and the guitarrón you 
have a mariachi (translation by Jeff Nevin).127 

 
Unlike the violin, trumpet, and guitar, which are of European descent, the vihuela and 

guitarrón used in mariachi were created in Mexico; therefore, they are representative of 

Mexico culture.128 In other words, the vihuela and guitarrón are the distinctive characteristic 

of mariachi identity.  

     Both the vihuela and guitarrón use a reentrant tuning.129 The vihuela provides chordal 

accompaniment and complicated strumming patterns (manícos). It has five strings, and its 

tuning is A, D, G, B, and E. As shown in Musical Example 1, the pitches go up, go down and 

then go upward limiting the overall range of the vihuela in the middle. The guitarrón is much 

bigger than the vihuela. It has six strings tuned in A, D, G, C, E, and A (mus. ex. 2). The 

																																																								
127	Jeff Nevin,	Virtuoso Mariachi	(Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 2002), 19. Mariachi Vargas 
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guitarrón plays the bass line and rhythmic pulse. Loud and powerful sound is made by 

plucking strings in octave.  

            

 

Figure 5. Picture of Mr. Justin Enriquez, the director of Mariachi Rayos del Sol at Tucson High School, 
holding a vihuela. Used with Permission. 
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Figure 6. Picture of Mr. John Contreras, the director of Mariachi Aztlan at Pueblo High, holding a guitarrón.     
Photo by author.  
 

                                                                                            

Musical Example 1. Vihuela tuning                       

 

 

Musical Example 2. Guitarrón tuning  
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     Unlike the vihuela and guitarrón, which are essential to mariachi music, the use of the 

harp is an option for contemporary mariachi groups, even though it was a basic instrument in 

certain regional practices in Mexico. The harp was brought from Spain and used in rural areas 

of Western Mexico during the colonial period. It was popular among the Spanish colonials 

and mestizos. When mariachi evolved into an urban music genre after the 

Mexican revolution, it was replaced by the guitarrón. While most mariachi ensembles favored 

the guitarrón as the bass, Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán, one of the most influential mariachi 

groups, continued using the harp as the bass instrument to show their group identity and 

distunguish themselves from other groups.  

          The harp continues to be used in Mexico and in the Unites States. Sheehy reports that, 

“some of the larger contemporary groups are actively experimenting with ways to make the 

harp once again central to the mariachi musical texture.”130 When asked why his group uses a 

harp, Mr. Contreras, the director of Mariachi Aztlan at Pueblo High School, said,  

                     The reason we use harp as well [as] the Guitarrón too [is] basically all 
groups will use the Guitarrón because the Guitarrón is the bass. But, 
there’s very few groups that are still using the harp. But, if you look at 
most professional groups like Mariachi Vargas de Tecalitlán, Mariachi 
Sol de Mexico, and Mariachi los Camperos, they all have the harp as 
well. So, we try to model ourselves after the most professional groups 
you know, doing the same, trying to model right after the most 
professional groups.131 

 
Mr. Enriquez, the director of Mariachi Rayos del Sol at Tucson High School, explained the 

use of harp in his group from a different perspective. He said, 

                     Most mariachis nowadays don’t have harp because it is hard to find the 
specific instrument. [Also], there’s very few people that actually build 
harps. The other reason is that the resources actually learn how to play 
are very limited, especially here in the United States. The reason we 
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													131	John Contreras, interview by author, Tucson, AZ, May 17, 2017. 
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have harp players [is] because my harp player began when he was in 
elementary school. He’s been learning a long away, [and] he has private 
instructors. He purchased his harp from Mexico. We are fortunate that 
we have a harp player. Luckily, our harp player, I would say that he is 
probably the best high school aged harp player in Tucson.132  

 
      During my study, the performing groups of the two mariachi programs incorparated 

the harp as an essential component of their groups. In Tucson High School’s spring 2017 

concert, the harpist of Mariachi Rayos Del Sol played a solo to show his virtuosity. In the 

2017 TIMC student showcase, the harp player of Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High School 

played a solo at the beginning of most songs, which reflected the the importance of the use of 

the harp in this group. My observation data is consistent with what the two mariachi directors 

said.  

																																																								
													132	Justin Enriquez, interview by author, Tucson, AZ, May 18, 2017. 
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Figure 7. Picture of Mr. John Contreras, the director of Mariachi Aztlan at Pueblo High, holding a harp. 
Photo by author.  
 

Musical Forms 

          The mariachi repertoire consists of diverse song forms. Each form is recognizable by its 

rhythmic patterns played by the harmony section, known as armonía.133 Four essential music 

forms associated with the mariachi repertoire are the son Jalisciense, the son huasteco, the 

bolero ranchero, and the ranchera. In the course of my research, the two mariachi programs 

included songs from each form in their repertoire.  

 

																																																								
													133	Ibid., 25. Sheehy explains, “The guitarrón, vihuela, and guitar together form the ‘section’ of the 
mariachi called armonía, meaning ‘rhythm section’”. 
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The son Jalisciense 

          The son Jalisciense is a variety of Mexican poetic-dance-song known as son. The son  

(plural: sones) is the most prominent musical genre native to the mariachi repertoire. The first 

recorded mention of the son as a musical form was in 1766 in Mexico.134 Although there are 

more than ten musical genres associated with the mariachi repertoire, mariachi musicians 

usually identify mariachi music with the son.135 Nevin explains, “And in fact, to this day when 

a mariachi is left alone to choose which songs it will play, I think most would tend to play 

perhaps as high as 50% sones (the other 50% being comprised of all other types of song 

combined).”136 Jalisciense refers to the state Jalisco. The son Jalisciense means a son from 

Jalisco.  

           Polyrhythmic patterns of duple and triple meters are typical of the son Jalisciense. The 

interaction of the rhythmic patterns between the strumming patterns played on the vihuela and 

guitar and the bass played on the guitarrón differntiates the son Jalisciense from other 

mariachi genres. The vihuela and guitar play accented eighth and sixteenth notes, while the 

guitarrón plays syncopated rhythmic patterns by avoiding beat 1 (mus. ex. 3).137  

          Both mariachi programs included one popular son Jalisciense “La Negra” in their 

repertoire. Mariachi Rayos Del Sol’s repertoire incorporated several other well-known son 

Jaliscienses, including “La Vaquilla”, “Las Alazanas”, “Como Quien Pierde Una Estrella”, 

“Deja Que Salga La Luna”, and “El Viajero”.  Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High School’s 

repertoire included “Bonito Tecalitlán” and “La Mariquita”.  

 

																																																								
													134	Ibid., 30. 
													135	Nevin,	Virtuoso Mariachi, 118. 
													136	Ibid. 

	137	Salazar, “From Fiesta to Festival”, 53.  
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Musical Example 3. The son Jalisciense rhythmic patterns.138 

 

 

The son huasteco 

          The son huasteco or huapango, another type of son, has its roots in the eastern Huasteca 

region in Mexico. This genre has three primary musical characteristics, including a typical 

rhythm, a violin virtuoso, and a vocal falsetto.139 The son huasteco is played in a triple meter 

or a compound duple meter with syncopations (mus. ex. 4). The introduction and musical 

bridges in the son huasteco are played to show the violinist’s virtuosity. The vocal falsetto is 

used to adorn the main melody.  

          The two mariachi programs both had one frequently requested son huasteco “La Bikina” 

as part of their repertoire. In addition to “La Bikina”, Mariachi Rayos Del Sol included “La 

Culebra” and “Cucurrucu Paloma” in their repertoire. Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High 

School’s repertoire incorporated “Serenata Huasteca” and “Cielito Lindo”.  

Musical Example 4. The son huasteco rhythmic patterns.140  

 

 

																																																								
													138	http://www.sobrino.net/mer/merupdates/basic_son_patterns/strums.html. 

139	Sheehy, Mariachi Music in America, 34. 
	140	http://www.sobrino.net/mer/The_Huapango.html. 
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The bolero ranchero 

          The bolero genre originated from Cuba in the late 19th century. In 1921, the song 

“Morenita Mia” composed by Armando Villarreal Lozano is credited as the first Mexican 

bolero. In 1949, mariachi repertoire included the bolero and named it the bolero ranchero. 

The bolero ranchero is generally in a quadruple meter with complicated harmonic patterns 

(mus. ex. 5). The rythmic patterns of this genre is suited for ballroom dancing.  

          The two mariachi programs learned and played a large number of  bolero rancheros 

during my study. Both of them included “Las Mañanitas” in their repertoire. Mariachi Rayos 

Del Sol’ repertoire encompassed other bolero rancheros, such as “Ojos Españoles”, “La 

Barca”, “Costumbres”, “Bésame Mucho”, “Si Nos Dejan”, “Historia de un Amor”, and 

“Gema”. Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High School’s repertoire incoporated “Mucho Corazon” 

and “Sabor a Mi”.           

Musical Example 5. The bolero ranchero rhythmic patterns.141 

 

 

The ranchera 

          Most Mexicans first heard mariachi music when mariachi musicians played the 

ranchera in movies and on the radio in the 1930s. Therefore, the ranchera has become the 

most popular mariachi genre for international audiences. Nevin illustrates, “When a mariachi 

is only playing requests from the public, I would estimate that perhaps 50% or more of the 

																																																								
													141 http://www.sobrino.net/mer/The_Bolero.html. 
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songs requested will be rancheras (another significant percentage being boleros, and the rest 

being sones, etc.).”142  This song form portrays Mexcian ranch life and reflects working-class 

tastes. It emphasizes emotional singing style on a wide range of topics, such as love, death, 

nostalgia, and national pride. The ranchera has different tempos and meters, including a fast 

duple meter called ranchera polkeada (mus. ex. 6), a slow triple meter called rachera 

valseada (mus. ex. 7), and a slow quadruple meter called ranchera lenta (mus. ex. 8).  

          The two programs’ repertoire incorporated a wide variety of rancheras. Both included 

popular rancheras “El Rey” and “Volver, Volver” in their repertoire. Mariachi Rayos Del Sol 

also learned other rancheras, such as “Se Me Olvidó Otra Vez”, “Cruz de Olvido”, “Hermoso 

Cariño”, “Siempre Hace Frio”, and “La Diferencia”. Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High School 

included “Alma de Acero”, “No Se me Rajar”, and “Caminos de Guanajuato”. 

Musical Example 6. Ranchera polkeada meter.143 

 

Musical Example 7. Rachera valseada meter.144 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
													142	Nevin,	Virtuoso Mariachi, 118. 
													143	http://www.sobrino.net/mer/merupdates/basic_son_patterns/strums.html. 
													144	Ibid. 
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Musical Example 8. Ranchera lenta meter.145 

 

 

          Members of the two mariachi programs learned to play various songs that were 

uniquely meaningful and important to them and their parents. During the interviews and 

informal conversations, I learned that certain mariachi songs relate to family members and 

bring back good memories. For instance, during one of the Mariachi Aztlan’s public 

performances, a mother sat next to me and commented, “I really like ‘Cielito Lindo’. It 

reminds me of my grandmother. It reminds me of her positive attitude towards life. When I 

was little, she always sang this song for me. The song is my soul.” The mother’s comment 

demonstrates that mariachi songs foster better intergenerational relationships. The songs 

mariachi play are standards that span generations and regions. Song lyrics express lifestyles, 

values, and norms that have been transmitted for generations.  

          Interviews with students from both programs revealed their favorite mariachi songs. 

Estella and Ana, two members of Mariachi Rayos Del Sol, chose songs “Siempre Hace Frio” 

and “Gema” respectively as their favorite songs. Estella explained, “The song is really close 

to my family. A few years ago, my nana had passed away. My mom played her mariachi 

music. This is always the song that got to her. So it has a special place in my heart.”146 Ana 

illustrated, “The song is my parents’ song when they were dating.” Ana is a classically trained 

violinist. She started learning mariachi during high school. Making her parents happy is one 

																																																								
													145	Ibid. 
													146	Interview with a member of advanced mariachi group at Tucson High School, March 14, 2017.	
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of her reasons for joining the mariachi program. She said, “My parents grew up listening to 

mariachi. Before I was in mariachi, I never listened to it. Once I started playing, listening, and 

learning all these songs they grew up hearing, pleased them. It is really nice.”147 Estella and 

Ana’s favorite songs are also valuable to their families. Their explanations indicate that they 

place a strong emphasis on family values through mariachi music.  

          Juan, a member of intermediate mariachi class at Pueblo High School, selected “El Rey” 

as his favorite piece. He said, “This was my first song that I’ve ever sung. When I was in the 

middle school, I got attached to it. It becomes a regular thing for me.”148 “El Rey” is a song 

that brought Juan into the world of mariachi. During my class observations, Juan and his 

group were learning “Volver, Volver”. At the time, he did not show his true ability to sing. 

However, his performance at Noche de Mariachi surprised me. He sang “El Rey” with 

confidence and feeling. He conveyed emotions through using facial expressions, hand 

gestures, and movement. At that time, I realized how important this song is to him.  

A Leading Composer 

           José Alfredo Jiménez is one of the best-known Mexican composers of rancheras and 

son huastecos. He was born in Dolores Hidalgo, Mexico, in 1926 and died in 1973. He 

composed hundreds of songs which are considered part of Mexical musical heritage despite 

the fact that he did not play any instruments or read music.149 Jiménez set his poetry to 

melodies and sang to his musician friends. In this way, his friends preserved his songs and 

arranged them for mariahci music. Among his popular pieces, frequently requested songs 

																																																								
													147	Interview with a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High School, March 15, 2017.	
													148	Interview with a member of intermediate mariachi class at Pueblo High school, March 14, 2017.	

149	Robin Moore, Musics of Latin America (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2012), 99.  
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include “El Rey”, “Cuando Lloran los Hombres”, “El Hijo Del Pueblo”, and “Serenata 

Huasteca”.  

          Jiménez’s music focuses on patrioctic sentiment and psyche of the Mexican people and 

reflects the experiences of ordinary people. The song “El Hijo Del Pueblo” (The People’s 

Son), for instance, is regarded as representative of his music. The lyrics of this song expresses 

Jiménez’s pride of being a poor man and a descendent of Cuauhtémoc. He enjoyed the 

pleasures of everyday life in singing, drinking, and love.    

 

Figure 8. A photograph of José Alfredo Jiménez150 

           

 

 

 

 

																																																								
													150	https://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=18536205. 
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                                                 Song Texts and Translations151 

          El Hijo Del Pueblo 

          Es mi orgullo haber nacido                      I am proud to have been born, 
          En el barrio más humilde                         In the humblest neighborhood 
          Alejado del bullicio                                  Far from the bustle 
          Y de la falsa sociedad                              Of pretentious high society 
 
          Descendiente de Cuauhtémoc                  I am a descendent of Cuauhtémoc 
          Mexicano por fortuna                               A Mexican by for fortune, 
          Desdichado en los amores                        Unhappy in love 
          Soy borracho y trovador                           I am a drunkard and a troubador 
 
          Pero cuantos millonarios                          But how many rich men 
          Quisieran vivir mi vida                             Would want to live my life 
          Pa' cantarle a la pobreza                            To sing to poverty 
          Sin sentir ningún dolor                              Without fear 
 
          Yo compongo mis canciones                     I write my songs 
          Pa' que el pueblo me las cante                   So that the people will sing them to me 
          Y el día que el pueblo me falle                  And the day that the people fail me 
          Ese día voy a llorar                                    On that day I will cry 
 
 

          As shown above,  the use of instruments, diverse song forms, distinctive rythmic 

patterns, and the talented composer all together contribute to one’s understanding of mariachi. 

Furthermore, the evolution of mariachi not only reflects daily lives of Mexican people, but 

also shows Mexico’s contact with the world. Therefore, mariachi education is about a process 

of teaching and learning music and also a way of understanding the people who created 

mariachi and their culture.  

 

 

 

																																																								
													151 Translated by John Koegel. Moore, Musics of Latin America, 100.  
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                                          CHAPTER 4. MARIACHI TRANSMISSION 

Teaching Methods 

          Mariachi transmission involves traditional ways of music making in the process of 

teaching and learning.152 In Mexico, mariachi is passed down from generation to generation 

through oral tradition. Women were not traditionally expected to be mariachis. Mulholland 

explains that people learn mariachi from their older male relatives, such as grandfathers, fathers, 

and uncles because women were not traditionally expected to be mariachis.153 The image of 

mariachi is closely related to concept of  Mexican machismo because men who worked the land 

were oppressed by the Spanish. The land-working men expressed their tough lives through 

playing instruments and singing mariachi. Therefore, it is very important to learn and play 

mariachi with feeling to express a sense of sentimentality in the music. Mulholland wrote, 

In my research in Guadalajara, the theme of sentiment was a constant and reoccurring 
discussion with mariachis, fans and experts. During interviews and conversations, people 
would often ask if I played an instrument or sang. I would always reply with ‘I sing, but 
not very well’. The response was always the same: ‘It does not matter as long as you sing 
with feeling.’ Discussions about the measure of a mariachi or a ranchera singer’s 
performance were always centered on their ability to perform with ‘feeling’ and 
‘flavor’.154 

 

          In the United States, mariachi has become a common component of curriculum-based 

music courses in a growing number of public schools. Unlike the oral transmission in Mexico, 

mariachi is transmitted through written music in a classroom setting. Nettl stresses oral tradition 

from an ethnomusicological perspective. As he notes, “On the assumption that oral tradition 

produces variants, that we do not, in the most cases, have the originally composed form of a 

																																																								
152 Bruno Nettl, The Study of Ethnomusicology: Thirty-Three Discussions (Urbana: University of Illinois 

Press, 2015), 294.  
153	Mulholland, “Mariachi, Myths and Mestizaje”, 258. 
154	Ibid., 256. 
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piece, ethnomusicologists study the many different ways in which a particular piece, or song, 

may be performed.”155  In addition, Western musical teaching philosophy is incorporated into 

mariachi education for students. According to existent literature, adopting sheet music and 

Western musical pedagogy to mariachi transmission within a formal educational setting 

challenges its authenticity.156  

          By interviewing the directors of the two programs and observing their classes, my data 

indicates that it is prudent to incorporate Western classical music education into traditional 

mariachi education in a classroom setting. According to the two mariachi directors, for 

vocalization, for example, the basic techniques that can be applied to mariachi music in or oral 

performance are vocal, sound, and vowel production. Moreover, the diction training used in 

opera education is helpful for mariachi students who do not speak Spanish. They can be trained 

to sing the language using correct pronunciation and understand a song’s lyrics. In addition, 

reading music can help students become capable musicians. Mariachi has evolved into a 

complicated music genre. Learning music theory, such as major and minor keys, as well as 

common cadences can help students analyze a complex piece of music. Learning mariachi music 

by ear and eye at the same time can help students learn faster. People nowadays not only play 

mariachi in backyard parties, but they also play mariachi in music halls. Increasingly, mariachi 

musicians have collaborated with orchestras to make music. In general, learning to read music 

can help mariachi musicians work more easily with Western classical musicians.  

          The two directors welcomed classical musical training in mariachi education mainly due to 

their own music learning experiences. Mr. Justin Enriquez, the director of Mariachi Rayos del 

																																																								
													155	Bruno Nettl, "Ethnomusicology: Definitions, Directions, and Problems," in Musics of Many Cultures: 
An Introduction, ed. Elizabeth May and Mantle Hood (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), 6. 
													156 Sheehy, Mariachi Music in America, 79, and Torres-Ramos, “Conceptualizing Mariachi”, 20.		
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Sol at Tucson High, participated in Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus starting at the age of eight. He 

was a well-trained singer because he not only gained singing techniques, but he also learned how 

to sing solo and cooperate with other singers in the chorus. Before he started mariachi, he had 

also played the guitar for about 12 years; therefore, his guitar skills allowed him to immediately 

play the mariachi songs based on the sheet music when he first participated in the mariachi band. 

Mr. John Contreras, the director of Mariachi Aztlan at Pueblo High, started learning the guitar 

from his father at around four years old. He also sang mariachi songs and other types of Mexican 

folk songs with his father at home. At a young age, he learned music by ear from his father, and 

then, as he matured, he focused more and more on music. In college, he studied vocal 

performance, music theory, and composition. He has recently arranged and composed a few 

mariachi songs, drawing inspiration from composition classes he took. Both directors had 

classical music training experiences, and they applied what they learned to their mariachi 

pedagogy.157  

          In fact, the majority of mariachi students in the two programs had orchestral experiences 

or other classical music training. The survey data from Mariachi Rayos del Sol, for instance, 

suggests that 80% of their mariachi students were also involved in the high school orchestra 

program. Other students were involved in the school choir, taking music theory and piano 

lessons. For Mariachi Aztlan, 76% of the students also participated in the school marching band 

and/or took guitar or piano classes. Even though Pueblo High did not offer an orchestra program 

during my study, the interview data shows that 100% of the students played music in elementary 

or middle school orchestras before they attended high school. The interview data from students 

																																																								
													157	Justin Enriquez, interview by author, Tucson, AZ, March 15, 2017, and John Contreras, interview by 
author, Tucson, AZ, March 10, 2017. 
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of the two mariachi programs reveals that utilizing written notation can help them learn new 

songs quickly and therefore makes the meeting time effective in a classroom setting.  

          Although the two directors found a way to incorporate Western music pedagogy in their 

mariachi classes, their main goals were to teach their students authentic mariachi music while 

simultaneously promoting cultural identity and awareness. They used several strategies to 

achieve these goals. Mr. Enriquez, for example, focused more on rhythmic patterns. He explains,  

There are certain little nuances that we do mariachi. A lot of stuff that I learned from my 
instructor was passed along to my students. For example, I really focus on the trumpets. 
Like the song “La Negra”, even if the song is written with quarter notes, the specific style 
of mariachi requires the play almost to the point of staccato. It gives the style, specifically 
for that instrument. Other things that I try to focus on are the violins and the trumpets. For 
example, on “La Negra”, the violins will play the rhythms almost in a syncopated way 
(mus. ex. 9), and the trumpets will stay straight even though the violin and the trumpet 
are written the exact same way (mus. ex. 10). When you mix it with the violins, it creates 
the style. The mariachi is supposed to sound like [this].158  

 
Musical Example 9. La Negra, the first thirteen measures of the violin 1 part. Used with permission.159 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
													158	Justin Enriquez, interview by author, Tucson, AZ, May 18, 2017. 
													159	Jesús Guzmán’s transcription of “La Negra.”  
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Musical Example 10. La Negra, the first thirteen measures of the trumpet 1 part. Used with permission.160 

 

 

According to Mr. Enriquez, the violin part and the trumpet part play differently in terms of the 

rhythmic patterns even though both parts have the same rhythmic patterns. From measure 2 to 9, 

the violin plays a syncopated pattern every beat, whereas the trumpet plays two eighth notes 

every beat. In fact, the violin and the trumpet do not exactly follow the rhythmic patterns on the 

score; therefore, the musical notation serves as a guide for students to learn the style of the song. 

This teaching and learning strategy reminds me of my experience learning Ewe drums. My 

instructor handed out different rhythmic patterns before we learned each new style. Like the 

mariachi practice, we needed to focus on listening, and these patterns were used to help us 

remember the next parts. In addition, Mr. Enriquez asked his students to play a song without 

sheet music at the end of each class. He said, “It [the notation] is basically a guide. The main 

thing is to have them play songs by ear.”161 

           Mr. Contreras’s philosophy of teaching authentic mariachi music emphasized listening. 

He asked his students to listen to great mariachi artists online and learn their style. He also 

																																																								
													160	Jesús Guzmán’s transcription of “La Negra.”	
													161	Ibid. 
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brought different mariachi musicians from Mexico to work with his students. He explains, “It’s a 

listening thing. It’s a feel thing. I am trying to get them to interpret authentically as they can 

possibly do it.”162 

          Incorporating Western music education into mariachi transmission does not prevent 

students from learning and playing authentic mariachi music. Utilizing sheet music and teaching 

techniques in Western music tradition are tools for students to learn mariachi. Both directors also 

arranged a repertoire of traditional mariachi songs and developed different strategies to have 

their students learn by ear and play with feeling. Instead of challenging the authenticity of 

mariachi transmission, I argue that mariachi education in a classroom setting has continued to 

utilize traditional pedagogy but has also incorporated classical music training in response to both 

internal and external educational influences in its sociocultural context.  

Students and Parents’ Perspectives 

          According to the collected data, students not only mastered different genres of mariachi 

music, but also learned Mexican history and appreciated Mexican culture through music. The 

survey data shows that 100% of students of the two programs have learned to appreciate 

Mexican culture through mariachi education. When asked, “What have you gained from playing 

mariachi?”, Andrea, a member of Mariachi Aztlan said, “I learned about my culture. This is who 

I am. When you know yourself, you are more confident.”163 David, a member of Mariachi Rayos 

del Sol, responded, “pretty much I learned about Mexican history. I learned where I come from. 

My favorite mariachi song, El Hijo del Pueblo, guides me to learn about history of Aztec 

Empire.” He then added, “through playing another song, Jarabe Tapatio, I learned about the 

																																																								
													162	John Contreras, interview by author, Tucson, AZ, March 10, 2017. 
													163	Interview with a member of Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High school, March 13, 2017. All interviews 
with students and their parents were confidential; the names of interviewees are withheld by mutual agreement. 
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Mexican War of Independence. I learned Mexican history from mariachi songs, not from school 

courses.”164 Andrea and David’s responses indicate that mariachi education reinforces a positive 

sense of identity and promotes equity in education. In addition, a mother shared her experience 

of mariachi education from a parent’s perspective. “At some point, my daughter was 

embarrassed at her language. When I talked to her in Spanish, cuz I always want her to be 

bilingual, but it was a struggle. When we were in a store, I talked to her in Spanish, and she told 

me ‘not here’,” the mother said. “Now she is learning, and we travel to Mexico, too. I took her to 

Mexico City to get to know the culture. Now she is very proud of it. She is not embarrassed. I 

think mariachi was part of that change in her.”165 The mother’s experience shows that her 

daughter learned to accept and appreciate her own culture with pride through mariachi music.  

          Students enrolled in the two mariachi programs are engaging in the practice of selective  

acculturation. This is because they are preserving aspects of Mexican culture by playing mariachi 

music and acquiring aspects of dominant culture by utilizing Western music pedagogy in 

response to the music education in the United States. Therefore, they are re-creating their cultural 

identities in response to contact with the dominant society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
													164	Interview with a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High School, March 15, 2017.  
													165 Interview with a mother of a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High School, February 28, 
2017. 
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                   CHAPTER 5. BRIDGING STUDENTS’ MULTIPLE WORLDS 

 

          The Students’ Multiple Worlds model created by Patricia Phelan and her research team 

examines interrelationships between youths’ family, peer, and school worlds. The study also 

investigates how ethnically diverse students perceive their world’s boundaries and manage to 

move between them. In their studies of ethnically and economically diverse students attending 

urban high schools in California, Phelan and her research associates suggest that some teenagers’ 

parents, peers, and teachers have high expectations and compatible attitudes and aspirations 

towards their schooling. These teens are able to easily navigate smoothly across the borders 

among their worlds to achieve their academic goals. For another of group of students, their 

families’ backgrounds, cultures, and norms are different from that of their peers and teachers, but 

they still manage to adopt strategies to successfully move from one social context to another. 

However, as they become high-achievers, they become subject to criticism for being unfaithful 

to each one of the worlds that comprise their complex lives. In third group, students live in 

different social settings find it hard to move across borders and engage in learning unless their 

teachers show personal interest in them. In the last group, students have difficulties negotiating 

with people from different worlds and resist moving across one setting to another. They become 

alienated from their parents, friends, and teachers. The Students’ Multiple Worlds study 

conducted by Phelan and her associates shows how youth from different sociocultural 

backgrounds face ongoing issues while navigating social settings that in turn shape and change 

their attitudes towards school achievement. My study builds on the Students’ Multiple Worlds 

model and examines interrelationships between high school mariachi students’ family, peer, and 
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school worlds. My research suggests that students who are enrolled in the two mariachi programs 

are able to move smoothly across multiple worlds. 

Parental Involvement  

          The existing scholarly research indicates that academic achievement of minority students 

is related to parental involvement in school. By participating in school events, parents can learn 

teachers’ expectations and establish close ties with schools. According to the Executive 

Summary (ES) of Tucson High Magnet School, one area in need of improvement is parental 

involvement. In the ES, the principal writes, “We also need to increase parent involvement. 

Although some parents are very committed to supporting certain extracurricular areas such as 

band, wrestling and other magnet programs, we struggled to get the minimum 20% parent 

response for the accreditation.”166 Despite the fact that there are not as many parents involved in 

school activities as the school expects, parents of mariachi students often participate in school 

activities. A mother of a member of Rayos del Sol stated,  

          I know many parents whose children enrolled in the mariachi programs join the Parents 
          Association and regularly attend Parent-Teacher Conferences. We always attend our  
          children’s mariachi performances, and we all know each other. We are like family  
          because of our Mexican culture. My daughter also participates in the school orchestra, but  
          I do not know many of the parents there.167 
 
A school administrator of Pueblo High School also illustrated that mariachi performances 

promote parental involvement. He responded, “Parents, whose children are taking mariachi 

lessons, are most involved in school activities. I know many of the parents. I also attend students’ 

mariachi performances. As parents listened to mariachi played by their kids, their eyes filled with 

																																																								
													166	The Executive Summary was written by Dr. Shawna Rodriguez, the principal of Tucson High Magnet 
School. The Executive Summery document generated on March 3, 2017. 
http://www.advanced.org/oasis2/u/par/accreditation/summary/pdf;jsessionid=3D189CF5A74AA0C38C0CB91208C
FF22C?institutionId=35898. 
													167	Interview with a mother of a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High School, March 3, 2017.	
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tears.”168 Both the mother and the administrator indicate that parents of Mexican-origin establish 

close contact with schools due to mariachi tradition and Mexican culture. 

          My findings resonate with what the mother and the school administrator responded,  

suggesting that attending students’ mariachi performances is a way to get parents into schools to 

support their children’s education. The survey data from the two programs shows that 87% of 

parents always came to their children’s mariachi performances. Eight percent of parents came to 

their children’s performances most of the time, and 5% of parents sometimes came to their 

children’s performances. Mr. Contreras, the director of Mariachi Aztlan, emphasized the 

significance of mariachi performances and responded,  

           Many parents come to both their children’s performances outside of school and gigs on 
           campus. A lot of parents even grandparents still hold this culture. When parents come to  
           school, we often have conversations about keeping balance between mariachi and  
           schoolwork. I told parents we are preparing students for adults. They are very close to  
           being adults. These students need to understand time management. One major thing as  
           mariachi students is to learn how to manage their time.169  
 
Mr. Contreras’s reply shows that parents learned teacher’s expectations and school culture by 

attending mariachi performances.  

          My interview data is consistent with the Lee’s study, which suggests that youth who 

engage in selective acculturation are more likely to experience positive intergenerational 

relations.170 Several mariachi students who do not fully speak Spanish fostered closer 

relationships with their parents due to the lyrics of mariachi songs. Kelly, a member of Mariachi 

Aztlan, explained, “I am not fluent in Spanish. Whenever I am not sure the meaning of the lyrics 

or the pronunciation, I asked my dad for help. We always sit together for mariachi songs and 

																																																								
													168	Interview with a school administrator of Pueblo High school, March 28, 2017. 
													169	John Contreras, interview by author, Tucson, AZ, March 10, 2017. 
													170	Lee, Up Against Whiteness, 125.  
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some schoolwork.”171 Rosa, a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol, said, “My mom comes to my 

every performance. She is very supportive. She also cares about my study and my relationship 

with my teachers and classmates.”172 Rosa’s mother added, “I am so proud of my daughter to 

play mariachi and learn about our tradition. I am so proud of her to share our culture with others. 

It is great to watch her every performance.”173 My findings reveal that parents, teachers, and 

students share a belief and value system associated with a culture. Parents who are involved in 

activities are able to build collaborative relationships with schools to academically and socially 

assist their children to do better.	Through mariachi, parents find a way to support their children. 

Peer Relationships 

          As shown in the literature, academic motivation grows out of a sense of belonging and a 

sense of membership that students experience by connecting with peers in schools. Researchers 

Carol Goodenow and Kathleen Grady state that both school belonging and membership refer to 

“the extent to which students feel personally accepted, respected, included, and supported by 

others.”174 The two mariachi programs create communities where students have a sense of 

belonging and where their ethnic identity is valued. Liora, a high-achieving student who is a 

member of Mariachi Aztlan, and who also participates in the musical theater program, summed 

up her feelings about the mariachi program: “I have a sense of fitting. I feel comfortable being in 

this room [mariachi classroom]. Every day, I come to this room first, say hello to my teacher and 

others.” Liora also noted that the mariachi program is different from other programs that she 

																																																								
													171	Interview with a member of Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High school, March 13, 2017. 
													172	Interview with a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High School, March 15, 2017.  
													173	Interview with a mother of a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High School, March 6, 2017. 
													174	Carol Goodenow, and Kathleen E. Grady, "The Relationship of School Belonging and Friends' Values 
to Academic Motivation Among Urban Adolescent Students," The Journal of Experimental Education 62, no. 1 
(1993): 61. 
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attended. She explained, “I feel free to be myself here because we are all Mexican Americans, 

and we play mariachi [that] is part of our culture.”175 

          Through observation, I noticed that many students returned to and stayed in the mariachi 

classroom when they were free even though they did not have mariachi lessons at that time. Jack, 

an intermediate group member of Mariachi Aztlan, said, “My classmates support me in making 

music. They encourage me when I sing a solo. I gained confidence. Learning mariachi is part of 

my high school life.”176 During my study at Pueblo High School, beginning and intermediate 

groups were learning a new song. Jack was the only student to be asked to sing a solo. I observed 

that when he was asked to repeat a certain phrase of the song during the rehearsal, other 

members accompanied him by playing their instruments with patience. Several other members 

said “Good job” to Jack after class. Ana, a member of Mariachi Mariachi Rayos del Sol, 

responded, “I feel like I am important to others. The mariachi program is representative of our 

school.”177 Students enrolled in the two mariachi programs experienced a sense of belonging 

because they felt included and supported by peers. The sense of belonging provides motivation 

necessary for school participation.  

          Furthermore, being like family is another theme prevalent in the interviews. Many students 

from both programs made similar comments, stating “It is like family.” Julia, a performing group 

member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol, explained, “We see each other every day in school, and we 

have performances on the weekends. We are like family.”178 Manuel, a member of Mariachi 

Aztlan de Pueblo High school, said, “My friends are in this [mariachi] class right now. We 

																																																								
													175	Interview with a member of Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High school, March 14, 2017. 
													176	Interview with a member of Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High school, March 16, 2017.	
													177	Interview with a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High School, March 15, 2017.  
													178	Interview with a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High School, March 15, 2017. 
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always push each other. We like family, so we push each other to do better. If someone is doing 

bad, we all get on there right away.”179 The interview data indicates that students spent time 

almost every day learning and practicing mariachi. They encouraged each other and viewed 

others as family members. The two mariachi programs create a sense of acceptance and trust that 

provides the foundation necessary for school engagement. 

           The literature also makes a strong statement for the significance of peer social capital in 

the school achievement of working-class Mexican American youth and suggests that peers from 

the same socioeconomic background can serve as academic resources. In the two mariachi 

programs, while some parents can help their children with school assignments and search for 

college preparation information, many other parents cannot be sources of social capital due to 

lack of time and language barriers. One student reported that his father is a truck driver and often 

travels to other states for work. Another student responded that her mother works after school, so 

her mother is not at home when she does homework. Several other students report that either 

their fathers or mothers do not have a high level of proficiency in English.  

          Even though some disadvantaged Mexican-descent youth cannot gain academic resources 

from their parents, they obtain and share social capital with peers. During my study, I observed 

that students enrolled in the mariachi programs do their homework together and help one another 

before a rehearsal or a performance. Several senior students from both programs had also been 

accepted into college. When others learned that Rosa, a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol, had 

been accepted into the local college, some of them asked her questions about the application 

process. In such a way, members of the mariachi programs serve as academic resources for one 

another and support each other to achieve their academic goals. Overall, students who 

																																																								
													179	Interview with a member of Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High school, March 16, 2017.	
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participated in these mariachi programs experienced a sense of belonging to the larger school 

communities and had access to the social capital needed for academic achievement.  

The Role of the Mariachi Directors 

          In addition to teaching students mariachi music and Mexican culture, the two mariachi 

directors developed a close bond with their students, provide leadership opportunities to their 

students, and gave them a presence in the larger school settings. Although a sense of belonging 

in the two mariachi programs grows out of students’ mutual support, respect, and acceptance, a 

strong relationship between mariachi directors and students contributes to their sense of 

belonging as well.  

          The two directors stress that showing their personal concern is one way to build a strong 

relationship with their students. Both directors know their students well, and they are attuned to 

their needs. For instance, both of them know their students’ birthdays. During my study at 

Pueblo High School, I observed that Mr. Contreras and other group members celebrated Mia’s 

birthday at the beginning of their class. They played Las Mañanitas and sang the Happy Birthday 

song for her. Mr. Contreras also brought cakes for the class. Showing personal concern for 

students indicates that the two directors consciously build a caring environment where students 

experience a sense of belonging. When asked, “How do you feel when your teacher and 

classmates celebrated your birthday in the classroom?”, Ava, a member of Mariachi Aztlan, said, 

“I feel like I am important to them. It makes me love my school life more.”180 Diego, a member 

of Mariachi Rayos del Sol, responded, “It is one of my best high school memories. I appreciate 

their concern and support, and I want to do better and be a better student.”181 My interview data 

shows that the two directors’ attitudes have a tremendous impact on students’ engagement with 

																																																								
													180	Interview with a member of Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High school, March 14, 2017. 
													181	Interview with a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol de Tucson High School, March 17, 2017.  
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learning. Students who have a caring relationship with their teachers are more likely to be 

involved in school and succeed academically.  

          Moreover, both mariachi directors offered their students leadership opportunities in the 

classroom and community. Members of the two performing groups taught and led different 

sections of lower level classes. Many members of the two programs taught mariachi after school 

at Davis Bilingual Elementary Magnet School. When asked about the importance of student 

leadership, Mr. Contreras said, “I push them to do it. Leadership helps them understand how to 

work with a team and build their teamwork skills. They have to understand how to show 

different people in different ways.”182 In other words, student leaders in mariachi classes learned 

how to communicate and cooperate with others.  

          During my interviews, several students expressed their opinions on these leadership 

opportunities. Mía, a member of Mariachi Aztlan, led sections in different level classes. She said, 

“One of the biggest things I’ve gained is a sense of leadership because I’ve been learning little 

by little and how to lead. I’ve been learning how to talk to people, not be bossy, and how to 

actually lead people.”183 Estella, a member of Mariachi Rayos del Sol, taught mariachi to 

elementary students after school. She said, “I’ve learned how to take leadership. I’ve learned to 

be more confident, especially without doubting myself. I’ve learned how to interact [in] different 

environments. I’ve learned how to speak to people.” Gabriel, a member of the advanced mariachi 

group at Tucson High School, also taught young children at Davis elementary school. He said, “I 

am happy to help and teach others. I’ve learned to be responsible because my students are little, 

and I needed to care about them.”184 My intervew data demonstrates that student leaders in both 

																																																								
													182	John Contreras, interview by author, Tucson, AZ, March 10, 2017. 
													183	Interview with a member of Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High school, March 13, 2017. 
													184	Interview with a member of advanced mariachi group at Tucson High School, March 17, 2017.	
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mariachi programs advanced their personal and social skills and learned the importance of 

contributing to the commuity.  

          Furthermore, both mariachi directors provided opportunities for students to do gigs on 

campus and give them a presence in the larger school settings. Many students from the two 

programs responded that playing mariachi on campus helped them make new friends and share 

mariachi culture with others. Anna, a member of Mariachi Aztlan, shared her experiences of 

doing gigs on campus, stating  

           After my performance, some students came to me and said they liked my music. Others 
           asked me about my instrument and mariachi songs. I know many other people who do not  
           know mariachi and we become friends. Some of them enrolled in history and math classes  
           I am taking. I feel comfortable in these classes because I have friends.185 
 
Anna’s response indicates that playing mariachi on campus provides a way for her to make new 

friends and to experience a sense of acceptance and respect in the larger school community, 

which in turn leads to a positive attitude toward her education.  

           On the whole, the drawing together of students’ family, peer, and teacher worlds is a key 

feature of the two mariachi programs. Parents can academically support their children’s 

education by attending their children’s performances, where they can meet and develop a strong 

relationship with other teachers at the school. Although advantaged parents can provide adult 

social capital for their children, often working-class parents themselves cannot always be 

academic sources. For this reason, many working-class Mexican American youth need to acquire 

social capital from their peers. In addition, connecting with peers creates a sense of belonging is 

another important factor of success in schools, but a close bond between students and teachers 

also has a huge impact on students’ learning experiences. Thus, students’ multiple worlds are 

																																																								
													185	Interview with a member of Mariachi Aztlan de Pueblo High school, March 14, 2017. 
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interrelated and combined to promote students’ academic achievement. My findings suggest that 

students enrolled in the two mariachi programs gain support and help from each world due to a 

shared culture and belief; therefore, they are able to move smoothly across borders between 

multiple worlds and engage in learning. 
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                                                CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 

          This thesis examines the impact of mariachi education on high school students’ 

experiences and academic achievement by conducting an ethnographic study in two mariachi 

programs at high schools in Tucson, Arizona. My study builds on two theoretical perspectives: 

selective acculturation and the students’ multiple worlds model. The concept of selective 

acculturation theory provides a useful perspective on the process of identity formation for 

Mexican-origin youth who enrolled in the two mariachi programs. By analyzing mariachi 

transmission, my findings suggest that Mexican American youth who have mariachi education 

practice selective acculturation by adopting classical music training as well as receiving 

traditional mariachi pedagogy. In such a fashion, students enrolled in the two mariachi programs 

adopt aspects of mainstream culture while absorbing aspects of Mexican culture that allow them 

to respond to mainstream culture by identifying with both worlds. Consequently, Mexican-origin 

students who receive mariachi education are attempting to create a new Mexican American 

culture that preserves, adopts, modifies, and transforms aspects of both Mexican culture and 

dominant American culture.  

          Selective acculturation as manifested in school mariachi programs emphasizes the 

significance of ethnic studies and the importance of ethnic cultures and beliefs in academic 

achievement. As noted in Chapter 4, students learned Mexican culture and history through 

playing mariachi. In his interview, David highlighted that he learned Mexican history from 

mariachi songs, not from the school’s curriculum. This is a critical finding because research 

suggests a strong link between multicultural education and academic achievement.186 

Multicultural education offers diverse cultural perspectives through history and literature and 

																																																								
													186	Lee, Up Against Whiteness, 127.	
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places minority students in the official curriculum, which in turn leads to active participation in 

schooling.187 Moreover, multicultural education enables minority youth to closely connect with  

their ethnic cultures. Culturally-connected youth of color have a sense of pride and 

empowerment in their identities that gives them courage in the face of adversity to achieve their 

academic goals.188  

          In addition, David’s response reflects the educational inequality in local public high 

schools, especially the removal of the Mexican American Studies program in the Tucson Unified 

School District.189 Even though the majority of students enrolled in Tucson High School and 

Pueblo High School are Mexican American, the two high schools teach a curriculum shaped by 

Anglo-American values. Studies show that students of color who do not see themselves placed in 

the center of the curriculum are less likely to engage in schooling. Although Mexican-origin 

students lose the chance to learn their history in a large school setting, students enrolled in 

mariachi programs gain knowledge of Mexican history by playing mariachi music. The inclusion 

of mariachi education fills gaps for Mexican American students and makes them culturally 

relevant, which promotes school engagement and academic achievement. 

          My study also uses the students’ multiple worlds model for examining the interrelationship 

between students’ family, peer, and school worlds. My findings reveal that students who 

experience selective acculturation are able to move smoothly across multiple worlds to achieve 

their academic goals. Selective acculturation promotes a strong intergenerational relationship 

between minority children and their parents. Students who enrolled in the mariachi programs 
																																																								
													187	Andrea Hernandez Holm, "Writing from the Heart: Historia of a Banned Book," Arizona Journal of 
Interdisciplinary Studies 2 (2012): 112. 
													188	Lee, Up against whiteness, 125.	
													189	In December 2010, Arizona HB 2281 passed into law. HB 2281 mandates that there shall be no state-
funded educational program in Arizona public schools (K-12) that promotes ethnic solidarity, racial resentment, or 
unpatriotic sentiment (Arizona House Bill 2281). The MAS program was then terminated in February 2012. Holm, 
"Writing from the Heart,” 113.	
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learn Mexican culture and value; therefore, they are better able to communicate with their 

parents. My interview data shows that mariachi education provides a way for parents to 

academically support their children’s schooling. Because students’ peers and directors share the 

same culture and belief with their parents, students are able to navigate across among different 

contexts smoothly. Due to the shared ethnic culture, students in the mariachi programs 

experience a sense of belonging and acquire peer social capital, which fosters their academic 

engagement and achievement. The support, help, and respect nurtured by the two mariachi 

programs can make the difference between students participating in school and dropping out. It 

is for these reasons that mariachi education has positive influences on high school students’ 

academic achievement.  

          For further study, it is necessary to incorporate the analysis of pieces composed by 

Tucson’s local mariachi musicians. Although the two mariachi programs focused on traditional 

songs in the styles of ranchera, bolero, son Jalisciense, and huapango, I learned that several 

mariachi directors have been composing their own songs, which some students are willing to 

learn. These locally-composed mariachi songs reflect the real-life experiences and historical 

perspectives of Mexican Americans in the Tucson community. By learning to play these songs, 

students are able to identify better with themselves and their family’s heritage and acquire a 

better understanding of their place in society. As a result, further examination of the effects of 

locally-produced mariachi music on youth is warranted. 
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